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(57) Abstract: Systems and methods for providing ball tracker snippets are provided. Data may be received over a wireless commuo nication regarding movement of a ball within an event venue during an event. Such received data may be based on signals from an
antenna coupled to the ball. A video of the event may be synchronized to the received data. A portion of the received data may be
identified as meeting a threshold. A portion of the video may be determined to be associated with the identified portion of received
data that meets the threshold. A video snippet may then be extracted for the determined portion.



BALL TRACKER SNIPPETS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present patent application claims the priority benefit of U.S.

provisional patent application number 62/023,809 filed July 11, 2014 and titled "Ball

Tracker Snippets for Coaching and Training and Broadcasting for Instant Highlights,"

and U.S. provisional patent application number 62/029,646 filed July 28, 2014 and titled

"Ball Tracker Snippets for coaching, Training, and Broadcasting for Making Calls," the

disclosures of which are incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention generally relates to video snippets

specifically, the present invention relates to ball tracker snippets.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] Many events may be filmed for live (e.g., real-time) or recorded broadcast.

Such events may include a variety of athletic and sporting events involving such

equipment as balls, bats, pucks, etc. As the outcome of such athletic and sporting events

depends on actions involving such equipment (e.g., a football), a camera (or multiple

cameras) may often follow the ball as it is moving during the course of the event. Each

such camera is generally controlled by a cameraperson who adjusts the focus and

position of the camera as necessary to follow a moving ball.

[0004] There may be instances where a cameraperson may lose track of the ball

(or other type of equipment). For example, the game may be moving very quickly, or the

athletes may be executing a play that involves misdirection. In such instances, the

camera may be unable to capture the current state of the ball, resulting in gaps in the



action of the event. Audiences—both those viewing remotely and those present in-

person, but may be relying on the camera for close-ups—may then become unhappy or

dissatisfied as a result of being unable to view the entirety of the event.

[0005] Other parties (e.g., coaching and training staff, referees) may also have an

interest in following the play of the ball accurately. Coaches and trainers, for example,

may wish to use video to evaluate plays to determine how well a player or team is

playing and to improve play, as needed. Referees may also wish to use video so as to be

able to make accurate decisions regarding officiating, as well as to improve their own

skills, as needed. Such parties therefore have an interest in obtaining video snippets of

relevant plays (from among a plurality of plays that may occur during any particular

event) for analytical purposes.

[0006] There is, therefore, a need in the art for improved systems and methods

for improved system and methods of providing ball tracker snippets.



SUMMARY OF THE CLAIMED INVENTION

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention include systems and methods for

providing ball tracker snippets. Data may be received over a wireless communication

regarding movement of a ball within an event venue during an event. Such received

data may be based on signals from an antenna coupled to the ball. A video of the event

may be synchronized to the received data. A portion of the received data may be

identified as meeting a threshold. A portion of the video may be determined to be

associated with the identified portion of received data that meets the threshold. A video

snippet may then be extracted for the determined portion.

[0008] Various embodiments may include systems for providing ball tracker

snippets. Such systems may include a communication interface that receives data over a

wireless communication regarding movement of a ball within an event venue during an

event where the received data is based on signals from an antenna coupled to the ball

and a processor that executes instructions to synchronize a video of the event to the

received data, identify that a portion of the received data meets a threshold, determine

which portion of the video is associated with the identified portion of received data that

meets the threshold, and extract a video snippet for the determined portion.

[0009] Additional embodiments may include methods for providing ball tracker

snippets. Such methods may include receiving data over a wireless communication

regarding movement of a ball within an event venue during an event where the received

data is based on signals from an antenna coupled to the ball, synchronizing a video of

the event to the received data, identifying that a portion of the received data meets a

threshold, determining which portion of the video is associated with the identified

portion of received data that meets the threshold, and extracting a video snippet for the

determined portion.

[0010] Yet further embodiments may include non-transitory computer-readable

storage media that embody programmable instructions for performing methods of

providing ball tracker snippets as described herein.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary environment in which a system for

providing ball tracker snippets may be implemented.

[0012] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary event data timeline and event coordinate

grid that may be used in a system for providing ball tracker snippets.

[0013] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary event instant highlight graphical user

interface (GUI).

[0014] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary method for providing ball

tracker snippets for broadcast.

[0015] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary event instant highlight graphical user

interface (GUI) for referees.

[0016] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary referee GUI that may be used in a system

for providing ball tracker snippets.

[0017] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary method for providing ball

tracker snippets for referees.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] Embodiments of the present invention include systems and methods for

providing ball tracker snippets. Data may be received over a wireless communication

regarding movement of a ball within an event venue during an event. Such received

data may be based on signals from an antenna coupled to the ball. A video of the event

may be synchronized to the received data. A portion of the received data may be

identified as meeting a threshold. A portion of the video may be determined to be

associated with the identified portion of received data that meets the threshold. A video

snippet may then be extracted for the determined portion.

[0019] FIG. 1 illustrates an exemplary environment in which a system for

providing ball tracker snippets may be implemented. Event instant highlight system 100

may include user devices 110, ball/video software 120, time/video/position database 130,

time sequence integrate software 140, sports event video 150, synched sport position

data 160, and referee handheld device 170 (with referee software/GUI 180).

[0020] Users (e.g., coaches, trainers, broadcasters) may use any number of

different electronic user devices 110 to interact with the rest of the system. Such user

devices 110 may include general purpose computers, mobile phones, smartphones,

personal digital assistants (PDAs), portable computing devices (e.g., laptop, netbook,

tablets), desktop computing devices, handheld computing device, or any other type of

computing device capable of communicating over a communication network. User

devices 110 may also be conFIG.d to access data from other storage media, such as

memory cards or disk drives as may be appropriate in the case of downloaded services.

User device 110 may include standard hardware computing components such as

network and media interfaces, non-transitory computer-readable storage (memory), and

processors for executing instructions that may be stored in memory.

[0021] Ball/video software 120 may be used by various user devices 110 to

retrieve data from time/video/ position database 130, which may be maintained via time

sequence integrate software 140 that receives incoming sports event video 150 and



synchronizes such video to sport position data 160 coming from the ball itself

(specifically an antenna coupled to the ball) or from another piece of sports equipment

with coupled antenna. Such position data taken throughout the duration of the event

may then be synchronized to corresponding video of the event.

[0022] Referees in particular may have a handheld device 170 used to interact

with the synchronized data. Such handheld device 170 may be similar to user device

110, but specifically provide referee-specific software and GUI 180.

[0023] FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary event data timeline 210 and event

coordinate grid 220 that may be used in a system for providing ball tracker snippets.

Event data timeline 210 may include representation of the video of each of the frames

(e.g., TO, Tl, T2, etc.) for the video data. For each video snippet (e.g., any combination of

consecutive frames between T O and T102), there may be associated data recording the

actual XY position of the ball. For example, the event data timeline 210 shows the game

starting with the ball at fifty-yard line and twenty-five feet from the sidelines, and then

moving to different XY positions in each frame. In addition, the rate of the ball at

different points of the game as captured in each frame may be provided. For example,

the ball starts off still, but accelerates to 1.2 feet per second by frame T2. Event

coordinate grid 220 is a visual representation of the XY grid laid out over the event

venue.

[0024] FIG. 3 illustrates an exemplary event instant highlight graphical user

interface (GUI) 310. Such an event instant highlight GUI 310 may rely on ball/video

software 120 communicating with time/video/position database 130. Ball/video software

120 may include studio software program 320, as well as the actual graphical user

interface (GUI) 330. As noted above, the ball position data may be synchronized to

video. The studio software 320 may access such data from time/video/ position database

130 and provide to GUI 330 for display to a user (e.g., broadcaster or other media service

provider). The GUI 330 allows for the user to play, rewind, fast-forward, pause, etc. In

addition, GUI 330 may allow the user to skip to different frames where the rate changes,



sort by rates (e.g., highest to lowest), or to the video portion(s) where the ball is moving

at a specified rates or located at specified XY position (e.g., at the fifteen yard line).

[0025] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary method for providing ball

tracker snippets for broadcast. The method of FIG. 4 (and other methods discussed

herein) may be embodied as executable instructions in a non-transitory computer

readable storage medium including but not limited to a CD, DVD, or non-volatile

memory such as a hard drive. The instructions of the storage medium may be executed

by a processor (or processors) to cause various hardware components of a computing

device hosting or otherwise accessing the storage medium to effectuate the method. The

steps identified in the method of FIG. 4 (and other methods discussed herein), as well as

the order thereof, are exemplary and may include various alternatives, equivalents, or

derivations thereof including but not limited to the order of execution of the same.

[0026] In steps 410 and 420, a sports event video 150 (including audio stream)

may be provided and synchronized with sport position data 160 (e.g., using ball/video

software 120, time/video/position database 130, and time sequence integrate software

140). In step 430, a rate of change may be calculated for the ball position (e.g., by time

sequence integrate software 140). In step 440, the results of the time sequence integrate

software 140 may be loaded to time/video/position database 130. In step 450, a user may

use GUI 330 to find, skip to, or extract portions of video based on the rate of change

calculated in step 430.

[0027] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary event instant highlight graphical user

interface (GUI) for referees. Such event instant highlight GUI for referees 510 is very

similar to the GUI 310 described with respect to event instant highlight 310 of FIG. 3.

Because the event instant highlight GUI for referees 510 is specific to referees, however,

a referee software program 520 and referee-specific GUI 530 may be provided. While

similar options may be provided for play, rewind, fast-forward, pause, jump (or skip to),

sort, etc., additional referee-specific options may also be provided, as described further

with respect to FIG. 6.



[0028] FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary referee GUI 530 that may be used in a

system for providing ball tracker snippets. As illustrated, referee GUI 530 may provide

such data as may be useful to referees making officiating decisions that are based on ball

position. Such data may include information regarding boundary line, out-of-bounds

alarms, set penalty, new ball position, real-time yardage, yardage at ball stop, distance

traveled, and whether a first down was completed.

[0029] As the ball is moved (e.g., carried by player, kicked, or thrown), the

referee is provided with the real-time yardage of the ball (e.g., 55. 5 yards), as well as the

yardage when the ball is stopped (e.g., 56.1 yards). The referee may also be provided

with data indicating that a first down has occurred (e.g., ball has traveled 11.2 yards). So

once he marks where the first down is to go, there are now 11.2 yards to the first down.

When such a first down has been noted, an alarm may be initiated (e.g., lights up or

flashes) to notify the referee that the first down is completed. The referee may then clear

the notification, which resets the counter for the next first down.

[0030] Further, the boundary line shows that the ball is in 22.5 yards on the Y

axis, such that the ball remains in bounds. An alarm may be set so that if the ball goes

out of minus 0 or plus 50, the alarm may buzz and ring and vibrate, at which point the

referee may silence the alarm. The referee may also set a penalty, at which point the

referee GUI 530 may also automatically update the new ball position. Such data

regarding yardage may come from time/video/position database 130 (which may

include data regarding out-of-bounds positions).

[0031] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary method for providing ball

tracker snippets for referees. Steps 710 and 720 are similar to steps 410 and 420,

respectively, in allowing for a sports event video 150 (including audio stream) to be

provided and synchronized with sport position data 160 (e.g., using ball/video software

120, time/video/position database 130, and time sequence integrate software 140).

Likewise, steps 730, 740, and 750 are similar respectively to steps 430, 440, and 450 in

providing for calculation of a rate of change by time sequence integrate software 140,

loading of results of the time sequence integrate software 140 to time/video/position



database 130, and allowing a user may use GUI 530 to find, skip to, or extract portions of

video based on the rate of change calculated in step 730. Step 760 is specific to referees,

however, allowing the referee access to specific types of data relevant to game officiating

and game calls.

[0032] The present invention may be implemented in an application that may be

operable using a variety of devices. Non-transitory computer-readable storage media

refer to any medium or media that participate in providing instructions to a central

processing unit (CPU) for execution. Such media can take many forms, including, but

not limited to, non- volatile and volatile media such as optical or magnetic disks and

dynamic memory, respectively. Common forms of non-transitory computer-readable

media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, a hard disk, magnetic tape,

any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM disk, digital video disk (DVD), any other

optical medium, RAM, PROM, EPROM, a FLASHEPROM, and any other memory chip

or cartridge.

[0033] Various forms of transmission media may be involved in carrying one or

more sequences of one or more instructions to a CPU for execution. A bus carries the

data to system RAM, from which a CPU retrieves and executes the instructions. The

instructions received by system RAM can optionally be stored on a fixed disk either

before or after execution by a CPU. Various forms of storage may likewise be

implemented as well as the necessary network interfaces and network topologies to

implement the same.

[0034] While various embodiments have been described above, it should be

understood that they have been presented by way of example only, and not limitation.

The descriptions are not intended to limit the scope of the invention to the particular

forms set forth herein. Thus, the breadth and scope of a preferred embodiment should

not be limited by any of the above-described exemplary embodiments. It should be

understood that the above description is illustrative and not restrictive. To the contrary,

the present descriptions are intended to cover such alternatives, modifications, and

equivalents as may be included within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined



by the appended claims and otherwise appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art.

The scope of the invention should, therefore, be determined not with reference to the

above description, but instead should be determined with reference to the appended

claims along with their full scope of equivalents.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for providing ball tracker snippets, the system comprising:

a communication interface that receives data over a wireless communication

regarding movement of a ball within an event venue during an event, wherein the

received data is based on signals from an antenna coupled to the ball; and

a processor that executes instructions stored in memory, wherein execution of

the instructions by a processor:

synchronizes a video of the event to the received data,

identifies that a portion of the received data meets a threshold,

determines which portion of the video is associated with the identified

portion of received data that meets the threshold, and

extracts a video snippet for the determined portion.

2. The system of claim 1, further comprising a display screen that displays the portion of

the video determined to be associated with the identified portion of the received data

that meets the threshold.

3. The system of claim 1, further comprising a user interface that receives confirmation

prior to extracting the video snippet.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the processor further generates an event timeline that

maps a real-time position of the ball throughout a duration of the event.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the event timeline further maps a rate of movement of

the ball through the duration of the event.



6. The system of claim 1, wherein the processor further generates an event coordinate

grid that maps coordinates to the event venue.

7. The system of claim 1, further comprising a database in memory that stores the

synchronized video.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the threshold pertains to a rate of movement of the

ball.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the processor further sorts a plurality of portions of

the video based on the rate of movement.

10. A method for providing ball tracker snippets, the method comprising:

receiving data over a wireless communication regarding movement of a ball

within an event venue during an event, wherein the received data is based on signals

from an antenna coupled to the ball; and

executing instructions stored in memory, wherein execution of the instructions

by a processor:

synchronizes a video of the event to the received data,

identifies that a portion of the received data meets a threshold,

determines which portion of the video is associated with the identified

portion of received data that meets the threshold, and

extracts a video snippet for the determined portion.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising displaying on a display screen the

portion of the video determined to be associated with the identified portion of the

received data that meets the threshold.



12. The method of claim 10, further comprising receiving confirmation via a user

interface prior to extracting the video snippet.

13. The method of claim 10, further comprising generating an event timeline that maps a

real-time position of the ball throughout a duration of the event.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the event timeline further maps a rate of movement

of the ball through the duration of the event.

15. The method of claim 10, further comprising generating an event coordinate grid that

maps coordinates to the event venue.

16. The method of claim 10, further comprising storing the synchronized video in a

database in memory.

17. The method of claim 10, wherein the threshold pertains to a rate of movement of the

ball.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising sorting a plurality of portions of the

video based on the rate of movement.



19. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium, having embodied thereon a

program executable by a processor to perform a method for providing ball tracker

snippets, the method comprising:

receiving data over a wireless communication regarding movement of a ball

within an event venue during an event, wherein the received data is based on signals

from an antenna coupled to the ball;

synchronizing a video of the event to the received data;

identifying that a portion of the received data meets a threshold;

determining which portion of the video is associated with the identified portion

of received data that meets the threshold; and

extracting a video snippet for the determined portion.



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 30 November 2015 (30.11.2015)

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A system for providing ball tracker snippets, the system comprising:

a communication interface that receives data over a wireless communication

regarding movement of a ball within an event venue during an event, wherein the

received data is based on signals from an antenna coupled to the ball;

a processor that executes instructions stored in memory, wherein execution of

the instructions by a processor synchronizes a video of the event to the received data;

and

a user interface that receives a threshold selected b a user, wherein the

processor further:

identifies that a portion of the received data meets the threshold,

determines which portion of the video is associated with the identified

portion of received data that meets the threshold, and

extracts a video snippet for the determined portion.

2. The system of claim \ , further comprising a display screen that displays the portion of

the video determined to be associated with the identified portion of the received data

that meets the threshold.

3. The s stem of claim 1, wherein the user interface further receives confirmation prior

to extracting the video snippet.

4. The system of clai 1, wherein the processor further generates an event timeline that

maps a real-time position of the ball throughout a duration of the event.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the event timeline further maps a rate of movement of

the ball through the duration of the event.

AMENDED SHEET (ARTICLE 19)



6. The sy stem of claim 1, wherein the processor further generates an event coordinate

grid that maps coordinates to the event venue.

7. The system of clai \ , further comprising a database in memory that: stores the

synchronized video.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the threshold pertains to a rate of movement of the

ball.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the processor further sorts a plurality of portions of

the video based on the rate of movement.

10. A method for providing ball tracker snippets, the method comprising:

receiving data over a wireless communication regarding movement of a ball

within an event venue during an event, wherein the received data is based on signals

from an antenna coupled to the ball;

executing instructions stored i memory, wherein execution of the instructions

by a processor synchronizes a video of the event to the received data; and

receiving, at a user interface, a threshold selected by a user, wherein the

processor further:

identifies that a portion of the received data meets the threshold,

determines which portion o the video is associated with the identified

portion of received data that meets the threshold, and

extracts a video snippet for the determined portion.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising displaying on a display screen the

portion of the video determined to be associated with the identified portion of the

received data that meets the threshold.

12. The method of claim 10, further comprising receiving confirmation via the user

interface prior to extracting the video snippet.

AMENDED SHEET (ARTICLE 19)



13. The method of claim 10, further comprising generating an event timeline that maps a

real-time position of the hall throughout a duration of the event.

14. The method of ciaim 13, wherein the event timeline fxirther maps a rate of movement

of the ball through the duration of the event.

15. The method of claim 10, further comprising generating an event coordinate grid that

maps coordinates to the event venue.

16. The method of claim 10, further comprising storing the synchronized video in a

database in memory.

17. The method of claim 10, wherein the threshold pertains to a rate of movement of the

ball.

18. The method of clai 17, further comprising sorting a plurality of portions o the

video based on the rate of movement.

19. A non-transi tory computer-readable storage medium, havi ng embodied thereon a

program executable by a processor to perform a method for providing ball tracker

snippets, the method comprising:

receiving data over a wireless communication regarding movement of a ball

within an event venue during an event, wherein the received data is based on signals

from an antenna coupled to the ball;

synchronizing a video of the event to the received data;

receiving, at a user interface, a threshold selected by a user;

identifying that a portion of the received data meets the threshold;

determining which portion of the video is associated with the identified portion

of received data that meets the threshold; and

extracting a video snippet for the determined portion.

AMENDED SHEET (ARTICLE 19)
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